Welcome to the 2019-2020 school year! Please select the specified School grade category for your Student(s) in order to access The School Bus Schedules and times. The morning Pick-up times fall under “Time” on the lists provided. Please have your student ready and at the Bus Stop Location approx. 05 minutes before depart time. The first time listed is the departure time where the bus is originating from. The second time listed in the morning lists the “Beginning of the route”. Please be sure your student is riding their assigned School Bus. Drivers will be checking their Student rosters to ensure students are riding the correct School Bus and are going to the correct Drop-off location. K>5 grades will be issued ZPASS cards as well as our students with disabilities will be issued ZPASS cards. All students with ZPASS cards are expected to scan while boarding the bus as well as when they depart. All middle and high school students are expected to have their School I.D. with them at all times in order to access Bus service. During the first few weeks of school, exceptions will be considered on a case by case basis when a student does not have their I.D with them. After the school has issued Student I.D. cards, Drivers will begin at that time asking students to show their I.D before they are allowed to ride. This ensures that only eligible Students are riding and prevents any unauthorized ridership which can overload the School Buses and cause potential delays getting our Students Safely To and From either the School or evening Trips.

If your student misses the School Bus at his/her stop; they cannot go to the next stop and attempt to board.

If you have any questions as to which is your Students Correct Pick-up /Drop-off location, please see the following site for specifics; transportation.aurorak12.org/bus-stop-information

Please refer to other links on this site for the bus rules and procedures regarding being at home or at the stop to receive your child. If you have any other question please call the APS Transportation offices at 303-326-1986.